
“A Feast of Sleuths, Spies and Scoundrels” 
by Greg Matthew (’72) 

 
The St. Paul’s High School Dramatic Society produced its annual dinner 
theatre with this year’s offering of “A Feast of Sleuths, Spies and 
Scoundrels.” The evening consisted of three plays written by the Bard of 
Boreham Blvd, Mr. David Beeston(’76). 
 
The audience was greeted at the door to discover that they were actually 
new Control agents and masters of disguise. Their first test as new Control 
agents was to determine which famous detectives and villains were serving 
drinks. Each table entered their deductions into a contest for a bottle of good 
cheer to be shared amongst the most accurate group. 
 
The first play was a new episode of the famous “Get Smart” TV series 
originally created and written by Buck Henry. Our version featured the ever 
incompetent Maxwell Smart (Josh Pinette, ’16) and his ever capable 
assistant, 99 (Mackenzie Kolton, SMA ’16) as they track down the sinister 
Siegfried (Josh Lambert ’16). Along the way they are assisted by a familiar 
group of fellow Control agents. Agent 13 (Shady Rizk ’15), disguised and 
hiding in a garbage can and the constantly frustrated Chief (Spencer 
Katerynuk ’17) help Max and 99 thwart Siegfried’s evil plot to destroy the 
Golden Boy with the “wave disruptor.” All ends well as Max redirects the 
beam so that it misses the Golden Boy by “that much.” 
 
After the salad was served, the audience participated in ” The Adventures of 
Jack Hammer.” The three Jack Hammers (Rob Law ’15, Kim Bautista ’16 and 
Sidney Cairo ’17) co-opted several audience members to take various roles 
in the play.  The audience followed the case as Jack tried to find the missing 
Brad (Patrick Harney ’17) for his fiancé, Della only to discover that Brad was 
already engaged to the lovely Carmella (Shady Rizk ’16), daughter of the 
“Don.”  In the ensuing hail of bullets everyone except Jack ends up “sleeping 
with the fishes.” Thankfully the cake wasn’t spattered too badly and could 
still be served for dessert. 
 
The final theatrical presentation of the evening was “They’re Hardly Boys.”  
This play follows the aging Frank (Josh Muloin ’16) and Joe (Raphael 
Villanueva ’15) Hardy as they solve their 645th case. The evil Mr. B. 
(Brayden Juras ’17) has decided to take over the world and starts his 
mission by trying to get the Hardy boys out of the way. His henchmen, Raj 
(Josh Ferozdin ’16) and Jeb (Carter Lysack ’15) lure the Hardy boys into a 
trap by kidnapping, pretty and vivacious Iola Morton (Paul Agasino ‘15), 
Joe’s longtime girlfriend. The boys follow Iola into the trap and, naturally 
turn the tables on Mr. B. and his gang. 



 
A wonderful meal was organized and arranged by Ms. Nicky Louizos. She 
were ably assisted by many parents, faculty, staff, and friends of St. Paul’s 
Drama. The dinner service was done by members of the cast who took the 
opportunity to interact with the audience in their own incomparable style. 
Mr. Tyler Kelsch (‘06) organized the bar service. 
 
The evening was produced by Mr. Greg Matthew (’72) with the capable 
assistance of Mr. Kevin Sterner. The makeup crew was led by Ms. MaryJane 
MacLennan. Costumes were done by Ms. Sandra Caron and Mrs. Linda 
Monasterski. 
 
After the Sunday performance Fr. Len Altilia, SJ acted as master of 
ceremonies for the presentation of awards. Several acting awards were 
selected by the cast and the directors and presented . The Most Memorable 
Minor Role was presented to Shady Rizk (’15). The most Memorable 
Performances by an Actor was presented to Paul Agasino (’15). The Most 
Memorable Performance by an Actress was shared by Emma Whelham (SMA 
’15) and Mackenzie Kolton (SMA ‘15). The Directors’ Choice Award was 
presented to Josh Lambert (’16) and Josh Pinette (’16).  The Most Versatile 
Actor Award was given to Raphael Villanueva (’15). The Fr J.J. Murray Award 
for the most promising newcomer to drama was presented to Sidney Cairo 
(’17). The Kelly Production Award for stage crew work was given to Andrew 
Obirek (’15), David Dobson (’15), Christian Johnston (’15), Aaron Monchamp 
(’15), Demetrios Karvelas (’15) and Sian Urbano (’15). The Fr. F 
Obrigewitsch Award for long term contributions to drama in smaller roles 
was presented to Carter Lysack (’15). The Fr J.J. Pungente Award for spirit 
and leadership was given to Andrew Obirek (’15). 
 


